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and the Department of Mineral Technology,'College of Engineering, 
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ABSTRACT 

The annealing kinetics of dislocation loops in quenched aluminum has 

been studied using transmission electron microscopy techniques. An in

fluence of the vicinity of the,fdilsuI-face on the rate of climb was con-

firmed. . The apparent activationener'gy for clitnbof faulted loops was 

found to be 1.18±0.02 eV and the pre-exponential factor, O±3) 1013 A/S~ 

The stacking-fault energy was estimated as 110 ergs/ cm2 by comparing' 

shrinkage rates of 1/3<111> and 1/2<110> loops. A simple model taking 

into account rapid diffusion of vacancies along the dislocation is sug-

gesj:ed to account for the observed maintainance of circular shape during 

loop shrinkage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years a number of studies have been reported on' the anneal-

ing behaviour of dislocation loops in aluminum. Using an electron micro-, 

scope equipped with a heating stage, Silcox and Whelan (1960) were first 

to observe the climb of loops in thin foils. It~as" early recognized that 

a study of the kinetics of the process could prove valuable for estimating 

stacking-fault .. energies and ob~aining self:-'diffusion data. However ~ until 

recently, critical data hav~'been missing due to the inherent inaccuracy 
. " . 

of in-situ annealing techniques and/or inade,quate an,alysis methods. These 

limitations have been stressed by Saada (1966) and Dobson~ a1. (1966), 

among others. \-Jhile it was generally assumed that, at least in thin· foils, 

the kinetics of loop climb was' controlled .by vacan~y emission from the 

,dislocation into the lattice, Seidman and Balluffi (1966) showed on theoret-

'" teal grounds that the process should rather be controlled by the diffusion 

of vacancies away from the dislocation. The external annealing eXperiments 

of Dobson et al. (1967) lend experimental support .to this conclusion. 

In the present paper experiments carried out concurrently ~ith those 

. . 
of Dobson ~ a1. (1967) on the kinetics of loop shrinkage in aluminum are 

reported. More accurate measurements of climb rates and annealing ,tempera-

tures than those achieved in previous inv~stigatioi1s were made possible by 

the combined use of an ~~ternaloil bath, lower anne~ling temperatures and 

magnification calibration at ,every step of the picture-making. The working 

range of temperature was extended down to 80° C by resorting' to. annealing 

periods' of up to 200 hours. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Low dislocation density Cl06 /cm2) single crystals with a (112) orienta

tion were grown from 99.999% pure polycrystalline aluminum strips 200~ 

thick. After quenching from 610°C into boiling water and electropolishing, 

the specimens were stored at O°C prior to their observation in a Siemens 

Elmiskop IA. The magnification waS determined with an accuracy better than 

2% by using a 28,800 lines per inch carbon replica grating. ' The thin foils 

were annealed in an oil 'bath, the cap holding the specimen being unscrewed 

from the body of the holder and placed in a copper receptacle. A calibrated 

chromel-alumel thermocouple was maintained in contact with the tip of the 

cap throughout the annealing~ After corrections, the error on the tempera

turewas e'stimated as less tlian O.loC. 

3. CLIMB ANALYSIS 

3.1. Single~FaultedLoops 

Most loops were observed to become round and then shrink maintaining 

that shape. However, the original hexagonal shape sometimes reappeared to 

some extent (Fig. 2). In some instances part of the loop was found to lag 

behind, giving rise to a sharp corner. This effect was more frequent in 

some specimens than in others and occasionally almost all loops developed 

pinning points as shown in Fig. 3. This pinning was tentatively attributed 

to impurities. Once freed from a pinning point, the loops rapidly recovered 

their circular shapes. 

3.1.1. Emission vs. Diffusion-Controlled Mechanism: For a large enough 

loop (diameter ~ 1000A) which lies approximately parallel to the surface 
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of the foi~, the diffusion problem may be reduced to that of an itlfinite 

straight cylindrical source of radius r in a slab of thickness' L and at 
o 

a distance JI, from one surface. If the vacancy concentrations 'are C1 and 

C~ at the source and at the free surfaceresp~ctively, a' standard c8.lcula-

tion shows that the steady-state outward vacancy flux per unit length of 

dislocation is:' 

cp,' = 
2n(C1 C', )n o , v 

(1) 
K 

where 

K = In [Sin (7ft) ;~o ] 

, . . 

\! ,is the natural frequency 'of vibration (1013/sec), U
m 

and Sm are respec-

tively the energy and the entropY,of motion of ayacancy and a is the atomic 

diameter. Rather than making arbitrary assumptions about the value of C
1 

, ' 

(generally assumed to be such that the chemical stress exactly count:erba1-

ancesthe combined effect of thesta~king-fault and the dis ioc at:i.. on ,line 

tens:i.on), one can deriveari independent expression" for ~ from Friedel's' 

(1964) theory of climb, namely: 

(2) 

;' 
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where c. is the jog concentration per unit length of dislocation, Z is of 
J 

the order of the coordination number~ B is the area per atom in the (111) 

plane, Co is the equilibrium vacancy concerttra~ion in stress-free material 

at T and U
f 

and Sf are respectively the energy and entropy of formation of 

a vacancy. F can be derived from Bacon and Crocker (1965) as: 
c 

where R is the loop radius, ~ the shear modulus, b the Burge~s vector and 

y the stacking-fault energy. From (1) and (2) one obtains: 

= 

·(1 +ac;ZK) 
41T{2 

(3) 

where D is the self-diffusion coefficient. For the typical case where s 

L = 6000A, r = 2.86A and £ (minimum) = 700A, K varies between 7.20 and o 

6.18, hence in order for the effect of diffusion to be observable, ac. 
J 

would have to be not much smaller than unity. It is well-known that when 

the curvature of a Frank loop is analyzed in terms of elementary jogs, the 

jog concentration varies from zero to one around the circumference of the 

loop. Equation (3) being highly dependent on the jog concentration, es-

pecially for small values of c., fails to explain the near-circular shape 
. J 

which is maintained by shrinking loops. Another possibility is that the 

vacancy emission rate is not proportionaltoc. as assumed in (2). For 
.. J . 
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example, if the vacancies are em~tted from the dislocation by a two-step 

process in which they first escape from a jog onto the, line and then into 

the lattice, the E!Ilussion rate might become ~earlyindependent of c
j 

at 

high jog"concentrations because of the increasing probability of recombina-

tionwith another jog rather than escape into the lattice~ The ,following 

simple semi-quantitative treatment is proposed. All jogs are assumed to 

be of unit height, which seems reasonable in view of the repulsion between 

jogs of like sign. Nei~hboring jogs ina I09P are of the same si&n; this 

leads to a configuration of the type shown in Fig. 1. Vacancies are emitted 

from A onto AB. Emission from B onto BA is considered at least as diffi-

cult as emission directly into,. the lattice, hence, very unlikely. This may 

be the reaso.n why the rounding bfthe'loops during the 'early stages ,of 
. . .' 

annealing does not occur by conservative climb (1. e. with co~serva:tion of 

the area of the loop). Abound vacancy 'has equal probability to. jump either 

to the right or to the left,ex~ept when it reaches the extremityB of A13, 

in which case it i,s 'assumed that it may stay in B or Jump back toward A. 

The relaxation time for such jumps is: 

1 
T 

1 

where U is the activation energy for rapid diffusion al~ng the, line and p 

the entropy terins are left out for ,simpliCity. The life~tinie of a bourid 

vacancy on AB is then 

00 

TIEnp~(AB) 
.n=l ' , 
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where p (AB) is the probability (geometrical) that the vacancy perform n n . 

jumps after being formed before. it recombines at A. The relaxation time 

for a bound vacancy jump from the dislocation into the lattice may be ex-

pressed as: 

(4) 

where Z is of the order of 9 and U
dl 

is the corresponding activation energy. 

The rate of emission from AB is then: 

(-UO d) (T 1) v exp --.J.!:!. -
kT T 2 . 

(5) 

where Ujd is the activation energy fot emission of' a vacancy from a jog 

onto the dislocation. . If C
1 

is the vacancy concentration in the vicinity 

of the dislocation and neglecting the probability that a vacancy jump back 

into the lattice before the probability. that it recombines at a jog, the 

rate of absorption on AB may be written: 

(
AB) (.. 3)· (~U .). 

Zv. - C .-iL . exp .-..!!l . 
. a .1 {2' . kT 

co 

Using the result that LnPn(AB) 
n=l 

outward flux from ABbecomes: 

is of the order of 
AB 

, the balance 
a 

(6) 
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It is not clear whetherF 'B 2 should be introduced in (4) or (5), however 
c 

this should not influence the final result. A rough energy estim~te shows 

that (6) essentially reduces to (2) except that c.a is now unity. Short~ 
" ], 

circuit diffusion would thus merely increase the efficiency of 'the jogs in 

the, case of low c.. This in turn makes the process more ne:arly diffusion
J 

controlled. 

3.1.2. Cylindrical Versus Spherical Diffusion: It has been suggested by 

Dobson ~a1. (1967) and etnphasizedby Kritzinger et al. (1967) that a 

critical argument favoring,a.'diffusion-controlledmechanism is the increased 

,rate of climb for small loop radii attributed,toa change from cylindrical 

to 'spherical diffusion. However',their, calculation which approximates the 

loop to a spherical source should lead to an overestimate, of' the, climb rate. 

Following Seidman and Balluffi (1966) 'the diffusion geometry may be better 

represented by a toroidal source' (radii Rand ro and concentration CIon 

the surface ,of the torus)" situated at the center of a sphere of radius 1:,/2 

large before R, on the surface of which the concentration is Co. For' r » R 

the concentration inside the sphere can be approximated by: 

C(r) 

where' 

C L -
1. 

L -

2C Reff ' o ' 
, eff 

2R 

eff ' 
R = 

(c - C ')LReff 
1 0, 
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hence 

as compa!ed to 

(~~) '1 
cy 

For a foil thickness of 6000A and a loop radius of 100Aone would 'thus ex-

pect an increase of the rate of climb due to a spherical diffusion of only 

about 30%. 

3.1.3. Results: Standard analys~stechniquesas described for example in 

Dobson ~ a1. (1966) were used. The rate of climb is equal to _B2cp. Ex-

panding the exponential in th~ 'square, bracket of (3) as 

(1 +, a: ) exp (~~2) 

it becomes after integration: 

R 
'c ( 

R + Bb ). 
R - Bb In R +Bb 

o 

= 

1 - .(C~) (B2) ~. exp-~T, 

C' ] o . 
C '.' 

o 

(7) 
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For y not too small a '\, 13 and this was assumed when calculating the correct-

ed radius R. This was justified. by the 'good fit to a straight line of the 
c 

plotsR vs. L As expected from 3.1. 2, no significant curvature of the 
c 

lines was observed down to the smallest radii meastlred ('\.olOOA) as shown in 

Fig. 4. Influence of the vicinity of a surface onttle rate of climb was 

confirmed by a: 20% overall scatter of (dR/dt) fora group of 30 loops as 

compared to anfndividual scatter of 3% or less as determined by a least 

mean squares. method. Also the actual values. 'correlated very well with the 

position of the loops in thefo!l as indicated by the aspect ,of their fringes· 

on the micrographS' and by stereo.,...pictures. Averaging the climb rates for 

the loops close to the center of the foil only~ the foliowing values were 

obtained: (1.02±0.03)10-3A/s at 353.3°K,· (0. 87±0.03)10-2A/s at 375.0 o K .and 

(0.79±0.03)10-1A/s at 398.0 o K. This gives an apparent activation energy 

of (1.l8±0.02)eV and.a pre-exponential factor A = (7.3±3.5)10 13A/s. The 

present results are plotted in Fig. 5. a,long with those obtained. by Dobson 

etal. . (1967). 

3.2.· Perfect Prismatic Loops 

All perfect loops observed (up to 50001. in diameter) were. found to 

assume a roundish shape after some annealing had taken place and shrink as 

such. A rotation of the loops was sonietimesobserved. and although no sys

tematic check was performed,it is believed that the loops turned to an 

orientation near pure edge. This assumption along with that of a circular 

shape was made in the following analysis ~ '.If the surface is a perfect sink, 

C~ = Co· and R2 should be a linear func tion of time. A. plot of R2 vs. t is 

shown in Fig. 6. Averaging over the loops which .were considered to have 

(.. . '''-~'. 
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behaved in the most regular manner, a value for d(R2 )/dt, at (399±1)OK,of 

10. 4A2 /s, was found. Assuming that except for geometrical dif'ferences the 

same climb mechanisms operate for both perfect and faulted loops,the 

stacking-fault energy is estimated as 110 ergs/cm2 and the activation energy 

for self-diffusion as 1.23 eV. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The controlling 'effect of diffusion on climb as suggested by Seidman 

and Balluffi (1966) is confirmed and agrees well with the model for vacancy 

emission proposed in3.!.!. The model accounts satisfactorily for the ob-

served aspect of shrinking loops, in particular for the reappearance of a 

pseudo-hexagonal 'shape .with sides along [110] directions, hence corners 

where both climb force and jog density shOuld be high. As suggested in 

3.1.2, the change from cyliridrical to spherical diffusion leads to no ob-

servable acceleration of the kinetics of climb. The large effect reported 
,. 

by Kritzl.nger et al. (1967) i~ then rather puzzling. It should be noted, 

however, that their measurements concern annealings inside the microscope 

and at l82°G~ therefore experimental uncertainties cannot be ruled out. 

It may also be worth noting that accordii:).g to Fig. 5 in their paper the 

° calculation of M involves the di,fference betWeen.radii 100A or less apart, 

which seems questionable considering that under normal conditions, achiev-

o 
ing an accuracy on R of ±35A from cine-techniques maybe considered as a 

good performance. 

The parameter A determined in 3~1.3 is related to D , the pre-eXponential 
o 

factor in the expression of D , by: 
s 
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A 
Zn:{6' Do 

from which D is estimated as 0.025 cm2/s. This is'about two "orders of 
o 

magnitude smaller than the'value of 1.71 cm2 /s derived from Lundy and 

Murdock's experiment on radioactive tracers' (1962) and which constitutes 

the only direct measurement available. However t very recently Fradin and 

Rowland (1967), using NMR techniques in a range of ,temperatures from 240°C 

to 550°C, estimatedD' as (O.035±0.01'S)'cm2 /s and the 'activation energy for 
, , , 0 

self-diffusion as 1. 25eV, both values, in excellent agreement with our 

results. It must beemphasized'thatthe present value of Do corresponds 

2.4k. 

k as compared to the'generally assumed values of S = 2k 
m 

y is estimated at 110 ergs/ cm2 , which' is in good agreement with Dobson 

et a!. (1967) findings; it is felt, however, thatth:l.s value should be con-

sidered with some reserve: 

a) The effect of the oxide film at the surface of the foil has been 

discussed at some length by Harris ,and Masters (1968)'and Eikum and Thomas 

(1967). The influence of the vicinity of a surface on the rate of climb 

clearly shows that escape,of vacancies at the surface does occur; this is 

also confirmed by the, absence of interaction between loops as long as they 

did not over1.ap~ Escape' of vacancies at cracks in the oxide does not'seem 

likely since the measured rates of climb did not appreciably vary from orie 

part of the 'foil to another., However, absorption of ,vacancies at ,some 

, J; 
favourable sites of the metal-oxide interface, as sugge'sted by Vermilyea 

(1957), may result in a near-equilibrium vacancy concentration at the 

J , l i,~ " 
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interface. In any case, since perfect loops were never seen to grow, an 

upper limit of 1.10 can be put oi1C~/Co so that the faulted loop analysis 

should remain unaltered. On the contrary, writing the rate of climb for 

perfect loops as: 

= (8) 

it appears that the uncertainty will only be removed for small values of 

R (a.'b' = 2351 at 399°K), which unfortunately OCCl..tpy a reduced region.of 

a R2,vs. t plot. 

b) Taking for the energy of formation of a vacancy .at a jog and 

emission into the lattice, U
d 

+ flU instead of U
d 

in Equation (2), would 

lead to similar remarks as above. 

c) The ratio AI A', although probably of the order of unity, is not 

known with·certainty. 
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·Fig. 1 Jog configuration. 
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Fig. 6 Plot of R2 a[f,'air:st t for some perfect loops. 
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